[The neuronal reactions of the reticular nucleus of the human thalamus to verbal and sensory stimuli of differing signal strengths].
Responses of 340 single units of the n. Rt of the human thalamus to significant and insignificant verbal and sensory stimuli during the performance of voluntary motor acts recorded by microelectrodes were investigated in dyskinetic patients in the course of 46 stereotaxic operations. Two types of polymodal units with irregular continuous (A-type, "triggered verbal command" units, 183 neurons, 56% reacting) and burst rhythmic (2-5 per s.) discharges (B-type, 139 neurons, 59% reacting) have revealed reactivity to a verbal command with a specialized multicomponent pattern at functionally different stages of purposive motor acts. The analysis of principal components has shown that the extracted components of responses correlated with the functional significance of verbal or sensory signals, especially with voluntary acts of the verbal message triggering, but not with physical, somatotopic or semantic parameters of stimulation. It was suggested that the transient time-connectivity of A and B neurons at the trigger stages of purposive tasks reflected the coexistence in the Rt of two functionally different cellular subsystems participating in the transmission of significant signals during speech-provoked voluntary acts.